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Abstract
Barriers to accessing mobile technology, particularly smartphones, have decreased substantially
since the iPhone’s release in 2007, resulting in increased ownership and usage across all ages,
genders, and races. Despite their ubiquity in our society, relatively little empirical work has
investigated the influence of smartphones on our higher order executive functioning. Prior work
has linked smartphone use with impaired cognitive control during cognitively demanding tasks,
especially in heavier smartphone users. The goals of the current study were twofold. First, the
study aimed to examine the effects of smartphone notifications on cognitive control and
attention. And second, to determine the effects of a mindfulness-based intervention on cognitive
control and attention as a function of smartphone notifications. Participants were randomly
assigned to an experimental group, who received a mindfulness-based induction (MBI), or a
control group. Both groups completed a computerized task to assess cognitive control (Navon
Letter task), while being exposed to smartphone notifications and control sounds. EEG data were
recorded continuously during the task. Results indicated that people in the MBI (vs. control)
group showed worse cognitive control in terms of both behavioral performance and N2 event related potentials. Neural markers of attention (P2) were not different between the experimental
and the control groups. However, P2 amplitudes were greater on trials with smartphone
notifications, suggesting that smartphone notifications impact attentional processes. These
findings provide an important contribution for understanding the effects of smartphones on our
cognition and offer insight into the efficacy of mindfulness-based interventions.
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Introduction
“My favorite things in life don’t cost any money.
It’s really clear that the most precious resource we all have is time.”
- Steve Jobs
SmartPlanet
In 2007 Steve Jobs unveiled the first iPhone® (Press Release, 2007). The iPhone and
Android, or more broadly, the smartphone, could easily be considered one of the most
transformational innovations in recorded history, completely connecting our world (Montag &
Diefenbach, 2018). During a time where many of us are working remotely and social distancing,
this “new normal” necessitates the use of mobile technologies more than ever before. Recent
data suggest that more than 76% of adults in advanced economies across the globe report owning
smartphones (Taylor & Silver, 2019), and an estimated 5 billion people are reported to be mobile
internet subscribers as of 2018 (The Mobile Economy, 2019) – a number which has risen
annually across ages, races, genders, income, and education levels (Deloitte, 2018; Internet and
Technology, 2018). Objective usage data, such as the iPhone’s Screen Time report, show that
smartphone users spend 2-5 hours daily on their phones, checking them 52-84 times per day, and
primarily use social media apps (Andrews et al., 2015; Deloitte, 2018; dscout, 2016; Elhai et al.,
2017; Lee et al., 2014; Rosen et al., 2017), leading us to wonder how Steve Jobs would feel
about his creations today.
Benefits of Smartphone Ownership (I’m not a Salesman)
Like other technologies, smartphones are designed to improve our lives, and according to
Apple “Life is easier on iPhone” (Apple, 2019). These devices offer a myriad of beneficial
services: They are effectively used in health care treatments (for review see, Lindheim et al.,
2015), including substance abuse (Gonzales et al., 2014; Haskins et al., 2017), chronic pain
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(Kristjánsdóttir et al., 2013), and depression and anxiety (Proudfoot et al., 2010). Smartphones
also provide entertainment activities (Lee et al., 2014; Park et al., 2014), can improve teaching
outcomes (Meena, 2019), and enrich travel experiences (Wang et al., 2016). In “The Smartphone
Psychology Manifesto” (2012), Miller discussed how smartphones have proven particularly
effective in offering novel methodologies for psychological research (Revelle et al., 2017). Of all
the benefits of smartphones, their ability to meet social needs may be their most desirable
attribute (Baumeister & Leary, 1995; Bayer et al., 2015).
Hidden Costs (The “Real” Fine Print)
“Technology is, of course, a double-edged sword.
Fire can cook our food but also burn us.”
-Jason Silva
Given the benefits of smartphones, their ubiquity is understandable. Importantly,
however, as Jason Silva states “technology is a double-edged sword” (Knapp, 2011).
Smartphones have the potential to improve our lives, yet they also have the power to burn us,
both literally (Yun et al., 2018) and figuratively. Smartphone use, and even their mere presence,
has been shown to negatively influence “real world” relationships (i.e., technoference; Dwyer et
al., 2018; Kushlev et al., 2019; Misra et al., 2016; Przybylski & Weinstein, 2013; Rotondi et al.,
2017; Sbarra et al., 2019). Additionally, prior work has linked increased smartphone use to
poorer academic grades (Giunchiglia et al., 2018; Mendoza et al., 2018; Lepp et al., 2014; Rosen
et al., 2017). Critically, several aspects of psychological well-being and life satisfaction have
been shown to be negatively impacted by smartphone use (Elhai et al., 2018; Grant et al., 2019;
Tangmunkongvorakul et al., 2019; Twenge, 2019; Twenge et al., 2018; Vannucci et al., 2017).
Studies have found that increased technology use among youth predicted psychological,
behavioral, attentional, and physical health problems (Rosen et al., 2014) and was associated
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with suicide-related outcomes among adolescents (Twenge et al., 2018). Some suggest that after
controlling for other lifestyle factors (e.g. substance abuse and sleep quality), the statistical
relationship between smartphone use and well-being is too small to warrant investigation (Orben
& Przybylski, 2019); however, these factors are difficult to manage relative to smartphone use
(Twenge, 2019).
Your Brain on Smartphones
Various problematic outcomes have been associated with greater smartphone use,
including a decreased ability to pay attention (Kushlev et al., 2016), worse academic
performance. (Felisoni & Godoi, 2018), and even negative effects on social relationships (Sbarra
et al., 2019) , may be explained by a common underlying cognitive mechanism, namely
cognitive control. Thus, the goal of the present study was to investigate the association between
smartphone notifications and cognitive control, and the effects of a mindfulness intervention on
cognitive control as a function of smartphone notifications.
Cognitive Control and Attention
Cognitive control involves a group of top-down executive functions and can be defined
as the interaction between attentional focus and working memory in situations requiring response
inhibition, response selection, and task-set switching for the purpose of goal management (for
review see, Mackie et al., 2013; Morton et al., 2011). Cognitive control allows us to exert topdown control in order to achieve goals, yet it is considered to be a limited mental resource and is
susceptible to goal interference (Clapp & Gazzaley, 2012) in situations where endogenous –
originating from one’s internal mental states, or exogenous stimuli – originating from the
external environment, distract or interrupt one’s pursuit of a goal (Gazzaley & Rosen, 2016).
Smartphone notifications are largely exogenous stimuli, yet some work suggests the possibility
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of notifications being an internally generated distraction in the form of “phantom” notifications
(Drouin et al., 2012). Smartphone notifications may serve as a source of goal interference during
simple, yet attentionally demanding tasks, particularly for people who report addictive
tendencies towards their devices (Kim et al, 2016). Smartphone addiction is not currently
classified in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of. Mental Disorders, 5th edition (American
Psychiatric Association, 2013), though diagnostic criteria have been proposed (de-Sola Gutiérrez
et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2016). Smartphone addiction (for review see, de-Sola Gutiérrez et al.,
2016) is considered a behavioral addiction characterized by smartphone use resulting in use in
hazardous situations, impairments to relationships, education, and work, failures to reduce use,
and withdrawal symptoms when people are denied access to their devices (Lin et al., 2016).
When smartphone notifications are heard, they create a situation requiring coordination
between attentional orienting and cognitive control inhibiting processes. In fact, people higher in
media multitasking (HMMs; i.e., consuming multiple forms of media simultaneously) are shown
to be worse at filtering irrelevant information compared to lower media multitaskers (LMMs;
Ophir et al., 2009). This suggests that HMMs are more likely to engage in bottom up processing
of environmental stimuli and are likely to be more distracted by smartphone notifications.
Replication studies, however, have failed to find similar effects, pointing to the challenges
inherent in this area of study and the need for further investigation (Wiradhany & Nieuwenstein,
2017).
In spite of the challenges, several studies have documented a significant association
between increased smartphone use and reduced performance on tasks requiring attention,
cognitive control, and other executive functions (for review see, Wilmer et al., 2017). For
example, people who received smartphone notifications during a visual Sustained Attention to
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Response Task, performed significantly worse than those who received no notifications (Stothart
et al., 2015). Other work has demonstrated that the mere presence of smartphones can be
detrimental to attention and cognitive control during cognitively demanding tasks. For example,
while completing a trail making test and digit cancellation task designed to assess attention,
students with a smartphone placed on their desk performed worse on the more difficult task
versions compared to those with no phone present (Thornton et al., 2014). This mere presence
effect was replicated using working memory and fluid intelligence tasks to assess cognitive
functioning (Ward et al., 2017). All students performed worse in the presence (vs. absence) of
the smartphone, while those higher in self-reported smartphone dependence demonstrated the
largest impairments in performance. In addition, Ito and Kawahara (2017) found the mere
presence effect to be modulated by individual differences in smartphone use. These findings
suggest that these devices have the potential to impact top-down cognitive processes even when
they are physically absent.
Cognition and Neuroimaging Findings
Prior neuroimaging studies offer a more in depth understanding of the neural substrates
underlying cognitive control and attention in relation to smartphone use. Cognitive control
processes linked with activity in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) have been shown to be modulated
by dopaminergic activity in the basal ganglia (van Schouwenburg et al., 2010). Interestingly,
individual differences in smartphone use have been shown to be associated with activity in
similar dopaminergic pathways (Wilmer et al., 2019). The authors found that higher levels of
smartphone use were associated with increased white matter connectivity between the ventral
striatum and the ventromedial PFC – regions considered to be implicated in reward processing.
Lower levels of smartphone use, however, were associated with increased connectivity between
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the ventral striatum and the dorsolateral PFC – a brain region implicated in behavioral regulation
and cognitive control.
Another MRI study found that heavy multimedia users had reduced gray matter volume
in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC; Loh & Kanai, 2014) – another brain region considered to
play a significant role in cognitive control processes (Nieuwenhuis et al., 2003). Further work
has found that heavy smartphone users had a reduced capacity for sustained attention during an
arithmetic task – an effect that was correlated with reduced PFC activation (Hadar et al., 2017).
These studies provide a foundation for the spatial and functional understanding of neural
mechanisms underlying smartphone use; however, their measurement techniques lack the
temporal specificity necessary for measuring millisecond-level changes in attention and
cognitive control as a function of smartphone use.
Cognition and Electroencephalography Findings
Though spatially less informative than fMRI, the temporal resolution of encephalography
(EEG) and event related potentials (ERPs) are uniquely well suited for investigating higher order
cognitive processes, such as attention and cognitive control (for review see, Woodman, 2010).
Thus, the first aim of the current study was to examine the extent to which smartphone
notifications influence attentional and cognitive control processes.
Several EEG studies have examined neural processes implicated during smartphone use.
One study revealed a specific EEG frequency pattern of theta activity in frontocentral brain
regions known as the “texting rhythm” (Tatum et al., 2016). This was suggested to be the result
of increased attention to smartphones coupled with heightened affective states while people were
text messaging. Other EEG research has discovered that the electromagnetic frequencies emitted
by smartphones impact frontal delta oscillations and interfere with sleep onset (Hung et al.,
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2007). To date, few studies have employed temporally sensitive EEG and ERP methodologies to
investigate the associations between smartphone use and executive functioning. Of these few,
one study found that individual differences in smartphone use were associated with increased N2
amplitude on a Go-NoGo task during trials that were paired with smartphone-related (vs. control)
images (Chen et al., 2016). There were no significant behavioral effects, however, suggesting
that heavier smartphone users recruited more cognitive control resources to maintain similar
performance. Kim and colleagues (2016) used a similar Go-NoGo task in which smartphone
vibration notifications were delivered periodically to assess attentional and cognitive functioning
for people high (vs. low) in smartphone addiction. The high smartphone addiction group had
lower N2 amplitude, longer response latency, higher error rates, and slower reaction times,
suggesting that these people had worse cognitive control and increased levels of distraction
resulting from the smartphone notifications.
An earlier study I conducted sought to further investigate the effects of smartphone
notifications on attention and cognitive control, and whether these effects differed based on
individual levels of smartphone addiction (Upshaw et al, in prep). Participants completed a
Navon Letter task (Navon, 1977), and on each trial they responded to the presence or absence of
a target letter which was randomly preceded by a smartphone notification sound or a control
sound. Results indicated that participants were significantly slower to respond on trials preceded
by the smartphone (vs. control) sounds. Additionally, N2 ERP amplitudes were smaller on trials
preceded by smartphone (vs. control) sounds. In addition, the N2 oddball effect, used to assess
cognitive control, was smaller on smartphone (vs. control) trials, suggesting that hearing a
smartphone notification may have reduced people’s engagement of neural activation involved in
cognitive control processes.
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The oddball effect is calculated by computing the difference in reaction times (RT) and
mean N2 ERP amplitudes between frequent and rare target trials. This task and various
adaptations have been utilized in prior studies revealing a family of frontocentral cortical N2
components related to cognitive control (for review see, Folstein & Van Patten, 2008). The N2
ERP component is the second negative peak along the average ERP waveform which generally
occurs between 200-350 ms after stimulus onset near frontocentral and central electrode sites. N2
is considered to be involved in response inhibition (Falkenstein et al., 1999), conflict monitoring
(Nieuwenhuis et al., 2003), novel stimuli detection (Daffner et al., 2000), and visual attention
orienting (Suwazono et al., 2000). Better cognitive control is considered to be reflected by a
smaller RT oddball effect and a larger N2 oddball effect (Zabelina & Ganis, 2018).
Furthermore, individual differences in smartphone addiction, assessed using the
Smartphone Addiction Proneness Scale (Kim et al., 2014), were associated with delayed reaction
time on trials preceded by smartphone (vs. control) sounds, suggesting that attentional resources
are more likely to be impacted in people with higher levels of smartphone use during cognitively
demanding tasks. Furthermore, overall P2, i.e. averaged across all trials, was smaller for people
higher in smartphone addiction, providing additional evidence that people higher in smartphone
addiction, assessed using the smartphone addiction proneness scale (Kim et al., 2014),
experienced an attentional capture leading to delayed responses.
The P2 ERP component is the second positive peak along the ERP waveform, generally
occurring between 150-250 ms after stimulus onset near frontal electrode sites (Crowley &
Colrain, 2004; Roth et al., 1976). P2 precedes the N2 and is said to reflect early attentional
processes involved in stimulus monitoring and classification (García-Larrea et al., 1992; Novak
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et al., 1992). Greater P2 amplitudes are considered to reflect increased attentional allocation to
sensory stimuli (Crowley & Colrain, 2004).
The current study aimed to further elucidate the associations between smartphone
notifications and cognitive control and attention.
Mindfulness is Smart
Currently, there are few barriers to smartphone access other than a combination of screen
taps (Apple, 2019). In lieu of using one’s own self-control to regulate digital engagement, one
option may be to not own a smartphone. Practically, however, smartphones are now an integral
component of daily life and complete separation could result in detrimental consequences (King
et al., 2013, Mendoza et al., 2018). A less extreme option may be to be more mindful of one’s
smartphone use. Mindfulness is considered to be a process of attention regulation with the
purpose of creating a state of mental awareness characterized by non-judgmental curiosity,
openness, and acceptance of the present moment experience of one’s thoughts, emotions, and
bodily sensations (Bishop et al., 2004; Hölzel et al., 2011).
A large body of prior work has examined the ways in which various mindfulness-based
interventions (MBIs) impact cognitive processes, including cognitive control (Chan et al., 2017;
Prätzlich et al., 2016), attention (Jensen et al., 2012; Rahl et al., 2017; Schmalzl et al., 2018;
Tang et al., 2007), and working memory (Zeidan et al., 2010). Other work has investigated the
neuroanatomical differences in the brain following MBIs for experienced meditators. Using
fMRI, Allen and colleagues (2012) found that people in the MBI (compared to control) group
showed increased activation in the dlPFC, ACC, and insula, suggesting that MBIs lead
individuals to develop enhanced capacities for top-down executive control.
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Electrophysiological studies have discovered differences in EEG frequencies and ERP
amplitudes between long term and novice meditators, (for review see, Lomas et al., 2015). For
example, Berkovich-Ohana and colleagues (2012) found that people who engaged in
mindfulness practices exhibited reduced neural activity in the default mode network, a neural
circuit involved in self-referential thought and mind wandering. This result was reflected in the
decrease in gamma frequency in frontal midline regions and increase in gamma activity in
posterior cortical regions, indicating a reduction in self-referential thought for mindfulness
meditators.
Another study found that following an MBI, experienced meditators demonstrated
decreased delta and alpha activity for distractor stimuli and increased alpha and theta activity for
frequent stimuli (Cahn et al., 2013), Alpha activity is considered to reflect heightened arousal or
attentional engagement (Bing-Canar et al., 2016). Similar work discovered that expert meditators
had greater P3b amplitudes to target stimuli following an MBI (Delgado-Pastor et al., 2013).
These electrophysiological findings suggest that MBIs may enhance attentional engagement and
reduce automatic reactivity during cognitive tasks requiring classification of perceptual stimuli,
providing evidence of their efficacy for enhancing top-down cognitive processing, at least for
people with prior mindfulness experience.
A considerable amount of mindfulness research investigating neural activation
underlying executive functioning has examined the effects of these practices for individuals with
prior mindfulness experience. However, prior work has also investigated changes in neural
activation involved in top-down executive functions for people with little or no prior meditation
experience. For example, Slagter and colleagues (2007) found that meditation novices who
underwent a three-month MBI had improved attentional blink capacities – the phenomenon of
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not perceiving a stimulus closely preceded by a second stimulus. This finding was reflected by
an observable reduction in P3b amplitude to primary target stimuli, in turn allowing for greater
allocation of mental resources to secondary target stimuli for those who completed the MBI. In
addition, a separate study found that people who underwent a 16-week MBI (compared to a
control group) demonstrated improved efficiency for allocating neural resources for attentional
control on a Stroop task (Moore et al., 2012). This was indicated by an increase in N2 amplitude
and subsequently, the authors argue, a decrease in P3 amplitudes for incongruent stimuli .
Differences in ERP components have also been observed in people following a single
session of a brief MBI (Larson et al., 2013). This study found that following a 14-minute guided
breath meditation, people in the MBI group (compared to a control group) had lower error
positivity (Pe) amplitude – an ERP component known for its role in error monitoring and
attention. Further work has found that during a mindful breathing exercise (compared to a
control condition), novice meditators demonstrated greater EEG alpha frequency (Bing‐Canar et
al., 2016), an indication of increased self-referential thinking. While completing a Stroop task,
those in the MBI group showed enhanced error related alpha activity. This finding was
interpreted as an indication pf enhanced attentional regulation and self-monitoring in the
presence of error related feedback.
Together, these findings offer a considerable amount of empirical evidence that,
regardless of meditation experience, MBIs can enhance people’s executive function capacities
such as error monitoring, attentional focus, and cognitive control. The current study thus aimed
to determine the extent to which an MBI could enhance these cognitive processes when people
were exposed to a auditory stimulus that many people are likely exposed to on a regular basis,
smartphone notifications.
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Mindfulness and Smartphone Use
Research investigating the effects of MBIs on smartphone use is scant; however, one
study found reductions in time spent using smartphones and reduced smartphone addiction in
colleges students following an 8-week MBI (Lan et al., 2018). Another study found that selfreported levels of trait mindfulness mediated the relationship between smartphone use and
symptoms of depression and anxiety (Elhai et al., 2018). Ironically, a mindfulness training
smartphone app was shown to increase mindfulness and decrease smartphone addiction
symptoms (Ke & Cheng, 2019). An ERP study found that people who underwent a 15-minute
MBI (compared to a control condition) showed improved response inhibition indicated by a
lower P3 amplitude on a Go-NoGo task (Andreu et al., 2018).
Neuroimaging work has shown that MBIs result in increased functional connectivity and
volume of regions in the prefrontal cortex, cingulate cortex, and insula – areas known to be
involved in both cognitive control and smartphone addiction, for both short term and long-term
meditators (Allen et al., 2012; Brewer & Garrison, 2014; Fox et al., 2014; Garrison et al., 2013;
Gotink et al., 2016; Tang & Tang, 2015). For example, people assigned to a three-day MBI had
increased resting state functional connectivity between the dlPFC and the dorsal and ventral
attention networks (Taren et al., 2017), which are areas known to be implicated in smartphone
use (Wilmer et al., 2019; Loh & Kanai, 2014; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2003).
An earlier fMRI study investigated the capacity of meditators to volitionally control their
mental states using neurofeedback - a methodology which offers an opportunity for people to
visually observe their present moment mental states in real time (Garrison et al., 2013). The
researchers found that meditators (vs. non) exhibited greater capacity for volitionally reducing
neural activity within their posterior cingulate cortex– an area of the default mode network
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known for its role in mind wandering, or task irrelevant thought. This finding was suggested to
indicate that meditators had an enhanced ability to regulate their attentional focus when
necessary. Thus, an MBI seems to be a likely way by which people could develop a greater
capacity to maintain their focus on a task at hand when exposed to smartphone notification
sounds.
The Current Study
Preliminary data from our lab indicated that higher levels of self-reported smartphone
addiction were associated with lower levels of self-reported trait mindfulness (Upshaw et al., in
prep), suggesting that those with more mindful dispositions may be less likely to engage in
problematic smartphone usage. In addition, people higher in trait mindfulness had a smaller
overall oddball effect on a Navon Letter task (Navon, 1977) which was nearly identical to the
one used in the current study, suggesting a link between mindfulness and better cognitive control
processes. The present study thus aimed to examine the influence of an MBI on attention and
cognitive control as a function of smartphone notifications.
Overall, the proposed study follows up on my prior findings which showed that
individual differences in smartphone addiction were associated with increased engagement of
early attentional stimulus monitoring processing, indicated by increased P2 activation, and
reduced cognitive control, indicated by a larger N2 oddball effect (Upshaw et al., in prep). This
effect was more pronounced when people were exposed to smartphone notifications during the
task.
In the current study, we further aimed to examine the effect of a brief in-laboratory MBI
followed by a cognitive control task during which EEG was continuously recorded. Each trial of
the task was preceded by either a smartphone notification sound, a computer-generated tone
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sound, or silence. Cognitive control was measured using the oddball effect for RT and N2
amplitudes time locked to the visual stimuli. Attention was measured using the mean P2
amplitudes time locked to the visual stimuli.
Hypotheses
I predicted that the RT oddball effect would be smaller for people in the MBI (vs.
control) group on trials preceded by smartphone notification (vs. control) sounds, and that this
effect would remain after controlling for age, gender, trait mindfulness, smartphone addiction,
and objective smartphone use.
I also predicted that the N2 oddball effect would be larger for people in the MBI (vs.
control) group on trials preceded by smartphone notification (vs. control), and that this effect
would remain after controlling for age, gender, trait mindfulness, smartphone addiction, and
objective smartphone use.
Finally, I predicted that P2 amplitudes would be smaller in the MBI (vs. control) group
on trials preceded by smartphone notification (vs. control) sounds, and that this effect would
remain after controlling for age, gender, trait mindfulness, smartphone addiction, and objective
smartphone use.
Method
Participants
College students (N = 81; 52 females, 28 male, mean age = 20.78, SD = 3.01, 66 White or
Caucasian, 7 Latino/a, 5 Asian or Asian American, 1 Black, African American, or African, 1
American Indian, Native American, or Alaska Native, 1 Multi-racial) who met study eligibility
requirements were invited to participate in the study. Inclusion criteria were: Between 18-30
years of age, normal or corrected to normal hearing and vision, daily smartphone use, and
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ownership of a smartphone with a usage tracking application, such as the Screen Time
application, which is included with the iOS software version 12 or later. Exclusion criteria
included: uncorrected hearing or visual impairments, tightly curled or braided hair, wigs or
extensions at the time of testing, claustrophobia symptoms, regular muscle twitching, and
nervous tics that cause significant body movements. Participants were instructed to not be under
the influence of excessive caffeine, unprescribed medication, or alcohol at the time of testing.
Participants received either course credit for their undergraduate psychology classes or a
$35 Amazon gift card for completing the study. The study protocol was approved by the local
Institutional Review Board (Appendix E), and all participants provided informed consent prior to
participation. Data for 10 participants were collected in February and March 2020, prior to the
outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, and data from the remaining participants were collected
between September 2020 and April 2021.
Power analyses were conducted using the modelPower function from the lmSupport
package in RStudio (RStudio Team, 2020). Setting model arguments at 2 parameter compact
model, 5 parameter augmented model, α = .05, β = .80, and effect size ηp2 = .30, based on similar
work (Chen et al., 2016). Results indicated a required sample size of 42 people per experimental
group. A total of N = 100 were projected to be recruited to account for loss of data. Data
collection was delayed due to COVID-19 limiting the current sample size.
Materials
Smartphone Addiction Scale - Short Version (SAS; Kwon et al., 2013) is a 10-item selfreport measure that assesses individual differences in vulnerability for developing smartphone
addiction. Sample items include: “Missing planned work due to smartphone use,” “Having a
hard time concentrating in class, while doing assignments, or while working due to smartphone
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use,” “Feeling pain in the wrists or at the back of the neck while using a smartphone,” and
“Using my smartphone longer than I had intended.” Responses are made on a 6-point Likert-type
scale and range with 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 6 (Strongly Agree). Higher scores reflect higher
levels of smartphone addiction. Items were averaged for an overall score and were included as a
continuous variable in analyses. Prior work has shown the SAS to have high internal consistency
(Cronbach’s  = .91). This scale was chosen because it was specifically designed for student
populations.
Objective Measures of Smartphone Use. The iPhone Screen Time (Apple, 2019)
application, or a similar Android application, was used to collect objective measures of
smartphone use. From this application, participants provided data for 7 items measuring
individual smartphone use: 1) “For the last seven days, what was the average amount of time
spent on your smartphone per day?”, 2) “What was the weekly total amount of time spent on
your smartphone?”, 3) “What was your average amount of smartphone pickups per day?”, 4)
“What was your weekly total amount of smartphone pickups?” 5)” What was your average daily
number of notifications?”, 6) “What was your weekly total number of notifications?” Scores on
these items were standardized to create an average composite objective smartphone use score.
Mindful Attention and Awareness Scale (MAAS; Brown & Ryan, 2003) is a 15-item selfreport measure that assesses individual differences in trait mindfulness. Example items include “I
find it difficult to stay focused on what’s happening in the present” and “I rush through activities
without being really attentive to them.” Responses are made on a 6-point Likert-type scale,
ranging from 1 (Almost Always) to 6 (Almost Never). Higher scores reflect higher levels of
mindfulness. The scale developers report high construct validity (GFI = .92, CFI = .91, PCFI =
.78, RMSEA = .058) and reliability ( = .82) in a student sample.
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Mindfulness Based Intervention (MBI) was a three-minute guided “craisin-eating”
exercise, also known as a mindful eating meditation, adapted from Kabat-Zinn’s (1990)
mindfulness-based stress reduction program. The MBI began by having participants close their
eyes and take a deep breath. Participants were then guided through multiple sensory experiences
involved in eating a craisin. They were told to feel, smell, visually examine, and reflect on the
origins of the craisin. Lastly, they were instructed to mindfully taste the craisin for 10 seconds
before slowly chewing and swallowing it. The audio recording featured a female voice, and
participants listened to it via wired Apple earphones.
Control Audio involved a three-minute audio recording which described information
about glaciers (i.e., how they form and travel) and the valleys they formed (Wikipedia
contributors, 2021). The recording was chosen because glacier information is affectively neutral.
Participants in the control condition ate a craisin at the end of the audio recording. The control
audio recording featured the same female voice as the MBI.
The Local-Global Navon Letter task (Navon, 1977) was used to optimally test for the
oddball effect – a measure of cognitive control. The task consisting of visually presented
hierarchical letter stimuli, in which participants responded yes or no to the presence of a target
letter presented at the local or global attentional. The Navon letter visual stimuli were designed
so that global and local letters elicit approximately equal response speeds and accuracy
(Bultitude et al., 2009). The stimuli consisted of twelve combinations of one global and several
local letters (Figure 1A). The local letters (subtending 0.43 by 0.86 degrees of visual angle) were
arranged within a 5 cm x 3 cm rectangular grid to form the global letters (subtending
approximately 2.57 by 4.27 degrees of visual angle). Letters were presented on a 1920 x 1200
Pixel Resolution 24" LCD Display. The task was programmed using Presentation® task design
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software (Version 18.0, Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Berkeley, CA, www.neurobs.com).
Stimuli consisted of twelve composite letters: a global A made of local E’s, S’s, or H’s; a global
E made of local A’s, S’s, or H’s; a global H made of local E’s, S’s, or A’s; and a global S made of
local E’s, H’s, or A’s.

Figure 1. A): All stimuli in the Navon Letter task. B): In this example (white background for
example purposes only), participants are instructed to determine if the target letter E is present
(either at the global or local level, 80% and 10% of trials, respectively), or not present (10% of
trials). C): Single trial structure of the Navon Letter task. ISI = inter-stimulus interval.
Participants were instructed to indicate the presence of a target letter by pressing “Yes” (1
key = present), or “No” (2 key = not present) on a standard keyboard digit pad with their right
hand. Participants completed two practice blocks consisting of 9 trials (~1 minute). Visual
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feedback was provided for accuracy (“Correct” or “Incorrect”). The first practice block was not
timed, to ensure correct understanding of the task. The second practice block matched the timing
of the actual task and visual feedback was provided for responses that were too slow (“Not Fast
Enough”) in addition to accuracy. If participants demonstrated a clear misunderstanding of the
instructions as observed by the researcher (> 4/9 “Incorrect” or “Not Fast Enough” on either
practice block), the task was restarted until task clarity was achieved (> 4/9 “Correct” on both
practice blocks). All participants indicated a clear understanding of the task.
Following practice, participants completed the Navon Letter task. The task consisted of
16 pseudo-randomly ordered experimental blocks that included 60 trials lasting between 36004300 ms each. At the beginning of each block, a target letter reminder screen was presented for
12 seconds to encourage accurate target letter recall. This screen indicated what letter the
participant was aiming to respond to. Each block was followed by a self-paced break period in
which participants were instructed to continue when ready. Blocks 4, 8, and 12 were followed by
a mandatory one-minute break in which the researcher checked on the participant and offered
water and eye drops. The mandatory breaks served to reduce differences between participants
who utilized break periods and those who did not, as well as providing consistent time intervals
for the researcher to check on the participant.
Each audio or a silent stimulus was presented for 1250 ms with a fixation cross randomly
jittered between 1400 and 1600 ms allowing ERPs to be time locked to the visual stimulus
(Figure 1C). The fixation cross was followed by the visual letter stimulus in the center of the
screen for 700 ms, during which time participants indicated the presence of the target letter.
Following the response period, a blank gray inter-stimulus interval (ISI), randomly jittered
between 250-750 ms, was displayed, allowing ERPs to be time locked to the auditory stimulus.
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Jittering interval durations has been shown necessary in ERP research to avoid overlap between
ERPs time-locked to different stimuli (Woldorff, 1993). Targets occurred either at the local or
global attentional level 80% of the time (frequent, 48 trials per block), at the opposite attentional
level 10% of the time (rare, 6 trials per block), or not at all 10% of the time (6 trials per block),
for a total of 960 trials (Figure 1B).
Auditory Stimuli. Each trial began with a centered fixation cross and a concurrent
auditory stimulus (Figure1C). Every trial included a 1250 ms audio presentation of either a
smartphone notification vibration, a computer-generated square wave tone (control sound), or no
sound. The smartphone vibration sound was chosen over other smartphone ring tones as prior
studies from our lab found it to be the primary smartphone notification setting among college
students (unpublished data). The current sample confirmed this preference as participants
indicated their notification setting on their smartphone was set to vibrate most of the time
(Appendix A, Figure 8C, D). ERPs were time locked to the Navon Letter visual stimuli (i.e.
frequent and rare letters), as well as to the auditory stimuli (i.e. smartphone and control sounds).
Sounds were presented pseudo-randomly to ensure an equal number of sound stimuli played in
each block of trials on the Navon Letter Task. The sounds were delivered via wired Apple
headphones. Sound volume levels were adjusted to 89db in MP3GainExpress and were played at
70 percent maximum volume (~62db).
The smartphone notification sound was a default iPhone vibration downloaded from a
free sound website (freesound.org) then manually adjusted in Audacity audio editing software
(version 2.2.2, Audacity Team, 2019) to acoustically match the computer-generated control
tone1. The control sound was a computer-generated square wave tone created in Audacity

1

A pilot study indicated that college students (N = 35, mean age = 23.71, SD = .66, 74% Female) all
correctly identified the experimental sound as a smartphone notification vibration, and 85.71% of participants In the
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(Audacity Team, 2019). The sounds were acoustically controlled on amplitude (loudness = 89db)
and duration (1250 ms; Figure 2A). Sound frequencies were manually adjusted and partially
matched using Voxengo CurveEQ virtual studio technology plugin in LMMS music editing
software to reduce differences in auditory perception preferences and maintaining the uniqueness
of each sound’s specific timbre (Figure 2B; Martino et al., 2015).

Figure 2. A. Auditory stimuli waveforms and B. frequency spectrum plots.
Electrophysiological recordings
Continuous EEG data were collected from 32 active electrodes arranged according to the
10-20 system and sampled at 512 Hz using a Biosemi system. Two loose lead electrodes placed
below both eyes monitored eye blinks and vertical eye movements, 2 electrodes placed on the
outer canthi of the left and right eyes monitored horizontal eye movements, and 2 electrodes
placed on the left and right mastoids were used for referencing. EEG data were preprocessed

current study, 95% of participants correctly identified the smartphone sound (Appendix A, Figure 8A). Additionally,
participants reported the smartphone sound to be very similar (22%), moderately similar (35%), and a little similar
(23%) to their personal smartphone vibration sound (Appendix Figure 8, B). 56% of participants indicated that their
personal smartphone notification setting was set to vibrate most of the time (Appendix, Figure 8C) and 58%
indicated that their text notification setting was set to vibrate most of the time (Appendix, Figure 8D).
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offline in EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004) before further processing. EEG data were high
pass FIR filtered at .1 Hz, electrode channel locations were set, and data were re-referenced to
the average of the mastoids. Following preprocessing, independent component analysis (ICA,
Makeig et al., 1996) was performed using the Runica function (Makeig et al., 2000).
Components were inspected using ICLabel (Pion-Tonachini et al., 2019). All non-brain and brain
identified components with less than 90% confidence accuracy were removed from the data and
were averaged off-line for a 1000 ms total epoch with a pre-stimulus baseline of -200 ms and a
post-stimulus time window of 800 ms.
Procedure
Participants first completed the following survey questionnaires; the Smartphone
Addiction Scale (SAS, Kwon et al., 2013) to assess individual differences in addictive
smartphone use, information from their iPhone Screen Time reports, or similar smartphone
application, serving as a measure of objective smartphone use, the Mindful Attention and
Awareness Scale (MAAS; Brown & Ryan, 2003) to assess individual differences in trait
mindfulness, and they provided various demographic information online via Qualtrics on their
own time at home, which took approximately 45 minutes to complete.
To examine the effect of an MBI on attention and cognitive control, participants were
randomly assigned to the MBI or control group. The MBI group listened to a 3-minute mindful
“craisin-eating” mindfulness exercise, which slowly guided participants through the sensory
experiences involved in eating a craisin. The control group listened to a 3-minute audio
recording of information on glacial formations narrated by the same voice and in the same tone.
The control group was instructed to eat a craisin at the end of the audio recording to match blood
sugar level changes between groups. This MBI has been used successfully in prior studies from
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our lab (Zabelina et al., 2020). Following the experimental manipulation, participants completed
a Navon Letter task that included visual and auditory stimuli designed to assess cognitive
control, while EEG was continuously recorded.
EEG Sessions
Participants were randomly assigned to the MBI (N = 40) or the control group (N = 41).
Males and females were counterbalanced across the two conditions to avoid gender effects,
known to be a confound among studies investigating smartphone use (Csibi et al., 2019; Twenge
& Martin, 2020). Participants were met in the experiment waiting lobby and completed various
COVID-19 safety procedures (Appendix B). They were then escorted to the EEG experimental
room for the testing session. Participants were asked to silence their phone and to leave their
belongings in a separate room until the end of the study. The EEG equipment and headphones
were placed on the participant. Participants were positioned exactly 67 cm from the center of the
monitor, and then adjusted so that they were centered vertically and horizontally in front of the
computer monitor. They were asked to maintain an upright, yet comfortable posture while
completing the study tasks. Participants then listened to the craisin-eating recording (MBI group)
or the glacier information (control group) depending on their randomly assigned condition.
Following the audio recording, participants were given instructions for performing the
Navon Letter task. Participants were instructed to minimize excessive blinking and other
movement while completing the task, especially when hearing sounds or when the letter stimuli
were on the screen. They were instructed to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible, and
to keep responding to the letter stimuli regardless of the sounds they heard. Participants were
instructed to use break periods to blink, stretch, and refresh themselves as necessary.
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After successfully completing two practice blocks, participants completed 16 blocks of
the oddball task with a self-paced break after each block, as well as a required 1-minute break
after every fourth block, during which time EEG data were continuously recorded. Each block
lasted approximately 5 minutes, with a 75-minute approximate task finish time. The EEG session
took 2.5 hours complete.
ERP Processing and Component Analysis
ERPLAB (Lopez-Calderon & Luck, 2014) was used to process ERP data offline.
Participants were excluded from ERP analyses if they had 25% or more total trials contaminated
with artifact noise (e.g., eye movement, muscle activity) following ICA processing (Luck, 2014).
To assess trials contaminated with artifact noise a moving window peak to peak threshold
detection was used on the vertical eye channels. The voltage threshold was set to 75 µV, and the
moving window width was set to 200 ms. Second, a step-like artifact detection was used on the
lateral eye channels. The voltage threshold was set to 30 µV, the moving window width to 400
ms, and the window step to 10 time points. A moving window peak to peak threshold was then
used on all the channels to capture any additional artifacts. Voltage threshold was set to 200 µV,
and the moving window width to 1000 ms. ERPs meeting threshold criteria were low pass
filtered with a 30 Hz Butterworth IIR filter before further analyses.
For determining the ERP component latency windows, a data driven approach was used
to account for variation in temporal and spatial location of condition effects between studies
(Brooks et. al., 2017). Precise parameters for the ERP component temporal latency windows
were assessed in ERPLab by the aggregated grand averages of conditions across participants
(Luck, 2014), and then visually inspected to ensure the window captured the entirety of the
specific ERP component without overlapping onto another component.
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N2 mean amplitudes are typically measured at frontocentral channel sites Cz and Fz,
where they are typically maximal (Crowley & Colrain, 2004; Folstein & van Patten, 2008;
Polich, 2007). After visual inspection of the aggregated participant ERP scalp maps, left
lateralized N2 at electrode sites Fz and Cz was maximal between 235 and 400 ms after the onset
of the visual letter stimulus (Figure 3, A). This pattern of N2 activity is consistent with prior
work from our lab which employed a similar cognitive paradigm (Upshaw et al., in prep) and has
been described in earlier ERP studies employing the Navon Letter visual stimuli in divided
attention tasks (Heinze et al., 1998). Left lateralization of the N2 during this cognitive task has
been shown to be more prominent in female participants (Roalf et al., 2006), which may explain
the left lateralization as our sample was predominantly female (64.19%). For the ERP analyses
for N2, composite ERP value was created by averaging across Fz and Cz.

A.

B.

Figure 3. ERP scalp maps for visual stimuli preceded by smartphone sounds. A) N2 at 325 ms
and B) P2 at 200 ms ERPs
P2 mean amplitudes are considered to be maximal at frontal electrode sites (Crowley &
Colrain, 2004; Roth et al., 1976). Upon visual inspection of the ERP scalp maps this was
confirmed in the present sample, as P2 was maximal at electrode site Fz, and was maximal
between 150 and 225 ms after visual stimulus onset (Figure 3B). A latency window of 10 ms was
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used between component latencies to avoid potential interpretation ambiguity due to component
overlap (Ouyang et al., 2011). Using the latency windows determined from our data driven
approach, a mean amplitude value was calculated which was used for subsequent ERP analyses.
For each participant, the final N2 oddball effect was computed for each sound condition
(i.e., smartphone sound, tone sound, and silent trials) by subtracting the mean amplitudes on the
frequent target trials from the mean amplitudes on the rare target trials. Since the N2 is a
negative-going potential, less negative values for the difference between rare and frequent trials
indicate a smaller oddball effect, suggesting worse cognitive control. P2 is a positive-going
component, thus larger positive values for P2 indicate greater levels of attentional resources
allocated to specific sensory input. P2 ERPs time-locked to the visual stimuli are reported here.
Analytical Approach
Past literature provides some consensus for ERP temporal latencies found during
cognitive control processes; however, these latency values can and arguably should vary across
studies depending on multiple factors, e.g. variations in study design and sample demographics
(Brooks et al., 2017; Flevaris et al., 2008; Luck & Gaspelin, 2017; Polich, 2007; Zhang & Luck,
2009). Thus, a data driven approach to defining ERP latency windows was utilized to account for
these variations and to reduce Type I and Type II error rates.
Data were cleaned and analyzed in RStudio (RStudio Team, 2015). For the behavioral
data, individual trial outliers for each participant were excluded from analyses if RT was +/- 2.5
SD from the participant’s mean. Participant’s full set of behavioral data were excluded if their
percentage of errors was +/- 2.5 SD from the aggregated mean percentage of errors across all
participants. RT data from 2 participants were excluded from analyses due to percentage of
errors. EEG data were excluded if the total number of artifact-rejected events exceeded 25% of
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the total trials (Luck, 2014), following independent component analysis (ICA). EEG data from
12 participants were excluded from ERP analyses due to data loss from technical malfunctions
and excessive motion artifacts.
For the first prediction, I assessed behavioral differences in RT cognitive control as a
function of the oddball effect (rare vs frequent trials), the sound condition (smartphone vs control
vs silent) preceding the visual stimulus, and the intervention group (MBI vs control), controlling
for age, gender, trait mindfulness, smartphone addiction, and objective smartphone use. For the
second prediction, I assessed neural differences in cognitive control as a function of the oddball
effect for mean N2 amplitudes, the sound condition preceding the visual stimulus and the
intervention group, controlling for age, gender, trait mindfulness, smartphone addiction, and
objective smartphone use. For the third prediction, I assessed neural differences in attention
using mean P2 amplitudes as a function the sound condition preceding the visual stimulus and
the intervention group, controlling for age, gender, trait mindfulness, smartphone addiction, and
objective smartphone use.
Analysis of variance, linear models and t-tests were used to assess differences in
cognitive control and attention using RTs and ERPs as dependent variables. The primary
research question was whether an MBI (vs. control induction) influenced cognitive control and
attention as a function of hearing smartphone notifications.
To assess differences in behavioral indices of cognitive control, RTs were subjected to a
2 (mindfulness vs. control) x 2 (trial type: rare vs frequent) x 3 (smartphone notification vs. tone
sound vs. no sound) ANOVA. To assess differences in neural indices of cognitive control, N2
oddball effect amplitudes were subjected to a 2 (mindfulness vs. control) x 3 (smartphone
notification vs. tone sound vs. no sound) ANOVA. For the analysis of attention, P2 amplitudes
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were subjected to a 2 (mindfulness vs. control) x 3 (smartphone notification vs. tone sound vs. no
sound) ANOVA.
Age, gender, trait mindfulness, smartphone addiction, and objective smartphone use were
included as control variables for significant findings. Age and gender have been shown to be
confounds among studies investing the effect of mobile technologies on cognition (Csibi et al.,
2019; Twenge & Martin, 2020). Linear regressions and t-tests were conducted for post-hoc
group difference analyses. A secondary goal of the study was to examine whether self-reported
smartphone addiction and objective smartphone use relate to differences in cognitive control and
attention, thus smartphone addiction and objective smartphone use were included as additional
control variables for significant findings.
Results
Behavioral Findings of Cognitive Control
Descriptive statistics for RT are reported in Table 1. Higher values for RT indicate slower
response speed. Analyses included only correct trials.
Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations for Reaction Times.
Overall RT ms

Smartphone Trials
RT ms

Tone Trials
RT ms

Silent Trials
RT ms

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

427.95 (90.29)

424.33 (89.33)

424.02 (90.15)

435.56 (90.93)

Rare Trials

464.63 (110.99)

462.22 (110.97)

460.41 (110.25)

471.28 (111.49)

Frequent Trials

424.21 (87.23)

420.69 (86.10)

420.52 (87.18)

432.11 (87.93)

Oddball Effect

40.21

41.53

39.90

39.17

422.23 (87.06)

418.65 (86.15)

418.69 (86.56)

429.38 (88.03)

Rare Trials

465.04 (110.33)

461.46 (111.45)

458.15 (107.42)

475.53 (111.41)

Frequent Trials

418.19 (83.41)

414.63 (82.24),

414.97 (83.38)

425.03 (84.21)

Oddball Effect

46.85

46.83

43.17

50.50

Variable

Overall
Trial Frequency

MBI Group
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Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations for Reaction Times. Cont.
Overall RT ms

Smartphone Trials
RT ms

Tone Trials
RT ms

Silent Trials
RT ms

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

Control Group

433.52 (93.00)

429.87 (91.99)

429.20 (93.21)

441.62 (93.28)

Rare Trials

464.24 (111.61)

462.93 (110.58)

462.52 (112.84)

467.29 (111.47)

Frequent Trials

430.50 (90.40)

426.63 (89.31)

425.92 (90.40)

439.08 (90.91)

Oddball Effect

33.74

36.30

36.61

28.21

Variable

Note. RT = reaction time; MBI = mindfulness-based intervention.
RTs were subjected to a 2 (experimental group: MBI vs. control) x 2 (trial type: rare vs.
frequent) x 3 (sound: smartphone, tone, silence) ANOVA. As expected, there was a main effect
of trial type, such that participants responded slower on rare vs. frequent trials, F(1, 62269) =
1007.65, p < .001. Post-hoc t-tests revealed that participants responded slower on rare vs.
frequent trials, t(6139) = 26.04, p < .001, d = 0.40.
There was a significant main effect of sound condition, F(2, 62269) = 112.54, p < .001.
Post-hoc t-tests revealed that participants responded slower on silent trials compared to the
smartphone trials, t(41501) = 12.70, p < .001, d = 0.13, and to the tone trials t(41342) = 12.95, p
< .001, d = 0.13 (Table 1). Participants responded with equal speed on the smartphone and tone
sound trials t(41647) = 0.35, p = .727, d = 0.003. It’s possible that hearing a sound may have
cued participants to the upcoming visual stimuli decreasing their reaction time.
There was a significant main effect of experimental group, such that people in the MBI
group were faster overall compared to people in the control group F(1,62269) = 249.70, p < .001,
d = 0.13, with a small effect size (Table 1).
The two-way interaction of trial type (rare vs. frequent) x sound condition (smartphone
vs. tone vs. silence) was not significant, F(2,62269) = 0.30, p = .735, indicating that, averaged
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across both experimental groups, participants did not differ in their cognitive control as a
function of the sound condition.
The two-way interaction of experimental group (MBI vs. control) x sound condition
(smartphone vs. tone vs. silence) was not significant, F(2,62269) = 0.49, p = .615, indicating that
participants in the MBI and the control groups responded with equal speed regardless of the
sound condition.
The two-way interaction of experimental group (MBI vs. control) x trial type (rare vs.
frequent) was statistically significant, F(2,62269) = 26.93, p < .001, indicating that the difference
in reaction time between rare and frequent trials was larger for people in the MBI group
compared to the control group (Table 1). In other words, the oddball effect (i.e., rare minus
frequent trials) was larger for people in the MBI (46.85 ms) vs. control group (33.74 ms), t =
5.18, p < .001 (Figure 4), with a small effect size. The larger oddball effect for people in the MBI
(vs. control) group indicates that these individuals demonstrated worse cognitive control, for
trials averaged across all sound conditions.

Rare

Frequent

F = 26.93, p < .001

Reactioin Time (ms)

500
480

464.24

465.04

460

440

430.50

418.19

420
400

MBI

Control
Experimental Group

Figure 4. Differences in RT between rare and frequent trials between experimental groups.
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Finally, there was a significant 2 (experimental group: MBI vs. control) x 2 (trial type:
rare vs. frequent) x 3 (sound: smartphone, tone, silence) interaction, F(1,62269) = 3.48, p = .031,
indicating that people in the MBI vs. control group demonstrated a difference in reaction time
between rare and frequent trials between the three sound conditions. Post-hoc tests revealed that
people in the MBI group were significantly slower on rare vs. frequent trials in all sound
conditions: Smartphone trials, t = -14.95, p <.001; tone sound trials, t = -16.05, p < .001; and
silent trials, t = -13.71, p < .001. People in the control group were significantly slower on rare vs.
frequent trials in all sound conditions: smartphone trials, t = -11.94, p <.001; tone sound trials, t
= -12.03, p < .001; and silent trials, t = -9.23, p < .001
In the MBI group, the difference between rare and frequent trials was not significantly
different between the sound conditions: Smartphone vs. tone trials, t = 0.82, p = .411;
smartphone vs. silent trials, t = -0.83, p = .407; tone vs. silent trials, t = -1.65, p = .100. In the
control group, the difference between rare and frequent trials was also not significantly different
between the sound conditions: smartphone vs. tone trials, t = -0.71, p = .943; smartphone vs.
silent trials, t = 1.88, p = .060; tone vs. silent trials, t = 1.95, p = .052.
People in the MBI (vs. control) group had a larger oddball effect (i.e., larger difference
between rare and frequent trials) on smartphone sound trials, and on the silent trials, but not on
the tone sound trials (Table 2).
Table 2
Regressions for RT Oddball Effect, Experimental Group, and Sound Conditions.
95% CI
Effect

Estimate

SE

LL

UL

t

p

Control Group Smartphone Oddball Effect

10.53

4.36

1.97

19.08

2.412

.016*

Control Group Tone Oddball Effect

-3.96

6.18

-16.08

8.16

-0.64

.522

Control Group Silent Oddball Effect

11.77

6.19

-0.36

23.90

1.902

.057^

MBI Group Smartphone Oddball Effect
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Table 2
Regressions for RT Oddball Effect, Experimental Group, and Sound Conditions. Cont.
95% CI
Effect

Estimate

SE

LL

UL

t

p

Control Group Tone Oddball Effect

6.57

4.38

-2.02

15.15

1.50

.134

Control Group Silent Oddball Effect

15.73

6.20

3.58

27.88

2.54

.011*

22.30

4.39

13.70

30.89

5.08

.001***

MBI Group Tone Oddball Effect

MBI Group Silent Oddball Effect
Control Group Silent Oddball Effect

Note. N = 77. N trials = 62281. RT = reaction time; SE = standard error; MBI = mindfulnessbased intervention; CI = confidence interval; LL = lower limit; UL = upper limit. ^ p < .10, * p <
.05. *** p < .01. Oddball Effect = rare minus frequent trials.
Three-way interactions from the linear regression revealed that the oddball effect (rare vs.
frequent trails) for people in the MBI group (vs. control) was marginally larger on the
smartphone (vs. silent) trials (Table 2, Figure 5). There was no significant difference in the
oddball effect between people in MBI (vs. control) groups on the smartphone (vs. tone) trials.
The oddball effect for people in the MBI (vs. control) group was significantly larger on tone (vs.
silent) trials. These results indicate that the MBI group exhibited significantly worse cognitive
control compared to the control group on trials preceded by smartphone sounds and on silent
trials, but not on trials preceded by tone sounds. Differences in the oddball effects between
groups were found for smartphone (vs. silent) trials and tone (vs. silent) trials, however no
difference was found for tone (vs. smartphone) trials in terms of cognitive control between
groups. These findings suggest that the experimental intervention influenced cognitive control
when people were exposed to smartphone sounds or silence but did not affect people’s cognitive
control when exposed to tone sounds.
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MBI

Control

t = 1.90, p = .057^

80.00

t = -0.64, p = .522

t = 2.54, p = .011*

Overall RT Oddball Effect (ms)

70.00
t = 2.41, p = .016*

t = 1.50, p =.134

60.00
50.00

t = 5.01, p < .001***

50.50

46.83
43.18
36.61

36.30

40.00

28.21
30.00
20.00

10.00
0.00

Phone Oddball

Tone Oddball
Sound Condition

Silent Oddball

Figure 5. Oddball effects (rare – frequent trials) between experimental groups and sound
conditions.
Moderation Analyses
Correlations revealed that higher levels of trait mindfulness were associated with
increased age, lower levels of self-reported smartphone addiction, and lower levels of objective
smartphone use, ps < .05 (Appendix C).
Moderation analyses were conducted with age, gender, and trait mindfulness as control
variables. Linear regressions revealed that people in the MBI (vs. control) group had a larger
oddball effect overall after controlling separately for the effects of age, gender, and levels of trait
mindfulness (ps < .001), and when all three variables were included in the regression model (b =
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-14.29, SE = 2.53, t = -5.65, p < .001, 95% CI [-19.25, -9.33]). The oddball effect for
smartphone trials remained larger for people the MBI and control groups after separately
controlling for age (p = .007), gender (p = .015), and levels of trait mindfulness (p = .015), and
when all three were included in the regression model (b = 10.63, SE = 4.36, t = -5.65, p < .001,
95% CI [3.51, 20.61]). The oddball effect for silent trials remained significantly larger for people
in the MBI (vs. control) group after controlling for age, gender, and levels of trait mindfulness
individually (ps < .001), and together (b = -23.44, SE = 4.39, t = 5.34, p < .001, 95% CI [14.84,
32.05]).
Additional moderation analyses we conducted to determine if the effects remained after
controlling for individual differences in perceived of smartphone addiction and objective
smartphone use. The oddball effect across all sound conditions remained larger for people in the
MBI group compared to the control group after separately controlling for smartphone addiction
and objective smartphone use (ps < .001; Table 3), and when both variables were included in the
regression model (b = 13.13, SE = 2.53, t = 5.19, p < .001, 95% CI [8.17, 18.09]).
Table 3
Regressions for RT Oddball Effect Predicted by Experimental Group and Sound Conditions
Controlling for Age, Gender, and Trait Mindfulness, Smartphone Addiction, and Objective
Smartphone Use.
95% CI
Effect

Estimate

SE

LL

UL

t

p

Control Group Oddball Effect

14.31

2.53

9.35

19.27

5.65

< .001***

Age a

-1.56

0.13

-1.82

-1.30

-11.87

< .001***

Gender b

5.16

0.78

3.63

6.68

6.63

< .001***

a

-5.71

0.54

-6.76

-4.66

-10.66

< .001***

SAS a

-1.65

0.45

-2.53

-0.76

-3.66

< .001***

Objective Smartphone Use a

-0.58

0.66

-1.87

0.71

-0.89

.376

MBI Group Oddball Effect

MAAS
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Table 3
Regressions for RT Oddball Effect Predicted by Experimental Group and Sound Conditions
Controlling for Age, Gender, and Trait Mindfulness, Smartphone Addiction, and Objective
Smartphone Use. Cont.
95% CI
Effect

Estimate

SE

LL

UL

t

p

Control Group Smartphone Oddball Effect

12.10

4.36

3.55

20.65

2.77

.006**

Age a

-1.56

0.13

-1.82

-1.30

-11.88

< .001***

Gender b

5.17

0.78

3.65

6.69

6.67

< .001***

MAAS a

-5.70

0.53

-6.75

-4.65

-10.66

< .001***

SAS a

-1.64

0.45

-2.52

-0.76

-3.66

< .001***

Objective Smartphone Use a

-0.58

0.67

-1.87

0.70

-0.89

.375

Control Group Silent Oddball Effect

23.47

4.39

14.86

32.07

5.35

< .001***

Age a

-1.56

0.13

-1.82

-1.30

-11.88

< .001***

Gender b

5.17

0.78

3.65

6.69

6.67

< .001***

MAAS a

-5.70

0.53

-6.75

-4.65

-10.66

< .001***

SAS a

-1.64

0.45

-2.52

-0.76

-3.66

< .001***

Objective Smartphone Use a

0.66

-0.58

-1.87

0.70

-0.89

.375

MBI Group Smartphone Oddball Effect

MBI Group Silent Oddball Effect

Note. RT = reaction time; MBI = mindfulness-based intervention; CI = confidence interval; SE =
standard error; LL = lower limit; UL = upper limit. a mean centered; b -.5 = female, .5 = male;
MAAS = Mindful Attention and Awareness Scale; SAS = Smartphone Addiction Scale. * p <
.05. ** p < .01. *** p < .01.
Finally, I included all 5 control variables into the regression and found that the oddball
effect remained significantly larger for people in the MBI (vs. control group) overall, on the
smartphone trials, and on the silent trials (Table 3). Taken together, these findings indicate that
cognitive control, assessed using the oddball effect, was worse for people in the MBI (vs.
control) group overall, and specifically on trials preceded by smartphone sounds, and on silent
trials after controlling for participants’ age, gender, trait mindfulness, smartphone addiction, and
objective smartphone use.
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Behavioral Exploratory Analyses
Results from the behavioral analyses suggested that response speed on frequent, but not
rare trials, may have been driving the experimental group differences in the oddball effect. In
light of this, I conducted exploratory analyses to identify the effects of the MBI on RT for
frequent and rare trials separately.
For frequently presented letter trials, RTs were subjected to a 2 (experimental group:
MBI vs. control) x 3 (sound: smartphone, tone, silence) ANOVA. Results revealed a main effect
of experimental condition such that response speed on frequent trials was significantly faster for
people in the MBI group (M = 418.19 ms, SD = 83.41) compared to those in the control group
(M = 430.50 ms, SD = 90.40), F(1, 56803) = 285.24, p < .001. This result indicates that people in
the MBI group were better at responding quickly to stimuli that were presented more frequently.
There was a main effect of sound condition, such that RT on frequent trials differed
significantly between the smartphone, tone, and silent trials, F(2, 56803) = 110.92, p < .001.
Post-hoc tests revealed that that people in the MBI group responded slower on frequent trials
preceded by silence (M = 425.03 ms, SD = 84.21) compared to smartphone sounds (M = 414.63
ms, SD = 82.24), t = 8.20, p < .001, and tone sounds (M = 414.97 ms, SD = 83.38), t = 7.91, p <
.001. People in the MBI group responded with equal speed on frequently presented smartphone
and tone sound trials, t = 0.27, p = .788. People in the control group responded slower on
frequent trials preceded by silence (M = 439.08 ms, SD = 90.91) compared to smartphone sounds
(M = 426.63 ms, SD = 89.31), t = 9.92, p < .001, and tone sounds (M = 425.92 ms, SD = 90.40),
t = 10.47, p < .001. People in the control group responded with equal speed on frequent
smartphone and tone sound trials, t = -0.57, p = .570.
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Finally, there was no significant 2 (experimental group: MBI vs. control) x 3 (sound:
smartphone, tone, silence) interaction, F(1, 56803) = 1.56, p = .210, indicating that for frequent
trials, people in the MBI vs. control group did not differ in their response speed between the
three sound conditions.
For rarely presented letter trials, RTs were subjected to a 2 (experimental group: MBI vs.
control) x 3 (sound: smartphone, tone, silence) ANOVA. Results revealed no main effect of
experimental condition such that response speed on rare trials was not significantly different for
people in the MBI group (M = 465.04 ms, SD = 110.33) compared to those in the control group
(M = 464.24 ms, SD = 111.61), F(1, 5466) = 0.07, p = .789.
There was a main effect of sound condition, such that RT was significantly different
between the smartphone sound, tone sound, and silent conditions for rare visual stimuli trials,
F(2, 5466) = 5.02, p =.007. Post-hoc tests revealed that that people in the MBI group were
slower to respond on rare trials preceded by silence (M = 475.53 ms, SD =111.41) compared to
smartphone sounds (M = 461.46 ms, SD =111.45), t = -2.67, p = .008, and tone sounds (M =
458.15 ms, SD = 107.42), t = -3.39, p = .001. People in the MBI group responded with equal
speed on rare trials preceded by smartphone and tone sounds, t = -0.63, p = .530. People in the
control group responded with equal speed on rare trials that were preceded by silence (M =
467.29 ms, SD = 111.47) compared to smartphone sounds (M = 462.93 ms, SD = 110.58), t = 0.85, p = .394, and tone sounds (M = 462.52 ms, SD = 112.84) t = -0.93, p = .352. People in the
control group responded with equal speed on rare smartphone and tone sound trials, t = -0.08, p
= .937.
Finally, there was no significant 2 (experimental group: MBI vs. control) x 3 (sound:
smartphone, tone, silence) interaction, F(2, 5466) = 1.61, p = .199, indicating that for rare letter
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trials, people in the MBI vs. control group did not differ in how quickly they responded between
the three sound conditions.
Neural Findings of Cognitive Control
Descriptive statistics for N2 ERP mean amplitudes are reported in Table 4. N2 is a
negative going potential, therefore smaller, or more negative values indicate a larger N2
potential. N2 values reflect the averaged potential of frontocentral sites Fz and Cz where they are
typically maximal.
Table 4
Descriptive Statistics for N2 at FzCz
FzCz µv
Overall

Smartphone Trials

Tone Trials

Silent Trials

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

Overall

5.58 (3.96)

5.55 (3.93)

6.06 (4.36)

5.12 (3.96)

Rare Trials

5.06 (4.12)

5.25 (4.11)

5.13 (4.82)

4.78 (4.43)

Frequent Trials

5.76 (3.98)

5.85 (4.20)

5.99 (4.17)

5.45 (3.78)

Oddball Effect

-0.71 (1.65)

-0.60 (2.67)

-0.86 (2.50)

-0.67 (2.24)

MBI Group

5.50 (4.51)

5.69 (4.49)

5.75 (4.74)

5.06 (4.61)

Rare Trials

5.07 (4.82)

5.74 (4.79)

4.67 (5.41)

4.81 (5.12)

Frequent Trials

5.57 (4.38)

5.64 (4.58)

5.77 (4.38)

5.30 (4.34)

Oddball Effect

-0.49 (1.64)

0.11 (2.68)

-1.10 (2.60)

-0.49 (2.25)

Control Group

5.66 (3.35)

5.41 (3.31)

6.40 (3.97)

5.18 (3.21)

Rare Trials

5.04 (3.30)

4.74 (3.23)

5.62 (4.11)

4.75 (3.64)

Frequent Trials

5.97 (3.58)

6.08 (3.82)

6.22 (3.99)

5.61 (3.15)

Oddball Effect

-0.94 (1.66)

-1.34 (2.49)

-0.60 (2.40)

-0.86 (2.23)

Note. N = 68. MBI = mindfulness-based intervention.
A t-test revealed a significantly larger N2 on rare (vs. frequent) trials resulting in an
overall oddball effect of .71 µv (Table 5). This effect was moderate. To simplify the primary
research analyses, an oddball effect was computed as a difference score between N2 amplitudes
on rare vs. frequent trials and used as the primary DV. A larger (i.e. more negative) N2 oddball
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effect suggests an enhanced ability to detect stimuli presented at different temporal rates, in other
words, better cognitive control.
Table 5
T-tests for N2 Oddball Effect at FzCz Between Trial Frequency and Sound Conditions.
95% CI
Effect

MD

LL

UL

t (df)

p

d

0.71

0.31

1.11

3.53 (67)

.001***

0.43

Tone Trials Oddball Effect

0.26

-0.61

1.13

0.60 (67)

.553

0.003

Silent Trials Oddball Effect

0.07

-0.71

0.85

0.18 (67)

.859

0.13

0.19

-0.46

0.84

0.59 (67)

.560

0.13

Frequent Trials
Rare Trials
Phone Trials Oddball Effect

Tone Trials Oddball Effect
Silent Trials Oddball Effect

Note. N = 68. CI = confidence interval; MD = mean difference; LL = lower limit; UL = upper
limit. *** p < .001.
N2 oddball effect amplitudes were subjected to a 2 (experimental group: MBI vs. control)
x 3 (sound: smartphone, tone, silence) ANOVA. The main effect of experimental condition was
not significant, F(1,66) = 1.22, p = .273, indicating there was no difference in N2 oddball effect
amplitudes overall between people in the MBI (vs. control) group. The main effect of sound was
not significant, F(2,132) = 0.20, p = .817, indicating that N2 oddball effect did not differ
between the three sound conditions (Table 5).
Finally, there was a significant 2 (experimental group: MBI vs. control) x 3 (sound:
smartphone, tone, silence) interaction, F(2,132) = 3.28, p = .041, d = 0.33, with a moderate effect
size.
In the MBI group, the N2 oddball effect was smaller for smartphone vs. tone trials, t = 1.20, p = .023, but did not differ between the smartphone and silent trials, t = -1.12, p = .265, nor
between the tone and silent trials, t = 1.15, p = .252. For people in the control group, the N2
oddball was not significantly different in the three sound conditions: smartphone vs. tone trials, t
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= 1.36, p = .177; smartphone vs. silent trials, t = 0.89, p = .376; tone vs. silent trials, t = -0.47, p
= .640.
Linear regressions revealed that people in the MBI (vs. control) group had a smaller N2
oddball effect on smartphone trials (Table 6), with a moderate effect size. The N2 oddball effect
did not differ on tone or silent trials between people in the MBI vs control group. The difference
in the N2 oddball effect between smartphone and tone sound trials was significantly larger for
people in the MBI group compared to people in the control group. This effect was moderate.
There was no significant difference between smartphone and silent trials, or tone and silent trials
between the two experimental groups. This finding indicates that in terms of neural processes,
people in the control group demonstrated better cognitive control, assessed using the oddball
effect, compared to people in the MBI group particularly on trials preceded by smartphone
sounds compared to tone sounds.
Table 6
Regressions for the N2 Oddball Effects Between Sound and Experimental Conditions.
95% CI
Estimate

SE

LL

UL

t (df)

p

d

Control Group Phone Trials Oddball Effect

-1.45

0.59

-2.70

-0.20

-2.44 (66)

.016*

0.56

Control Group Tone Trials Oddball Effect

-1.94

0.87

0.22

3.67

2.23 (66)

.028*

0.39

Control Group Silent Trials Oddball Effect

1.08

0.83

-0.57

2.72

1.30 (66)

.197

0.23

Control Group Tone Trials Oddball Effect

0.49

0.61

-0.72

1.71

0.81 (66)

.419

0.20

Control Group Silent Trials Oddball Effect

-0.87

0.82

-2.48

0.75

-1.06 (66)

.290

0.18

-0.37

0.54

-1.46

0.71

-0.68 (66)

.497

0.16

Condition
MBI Group Phone Trials Oddball Effect

MBI Group Tone Trials Oddball Effect

MBI Group Silent Trials Oddball Effect
Control Group Silent Trials Oddball Effect

Note. N MBI group = 35, N Control group = 33. MBI = mindfulness-based intervention; SE =
standard error; CI = confidence interval; LL = lower limit; UL = upper limit. d = Hedges
corrected for unequal sample sizes. * p < .01.
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MBI

Control

Overall N2 Oddball Effect (µv)

3
t = 2.23, p = .028*

2.5
2

t = -1.06, p = .290

t = 1.30, p = .197

1.5

1

t = -2.44, p = .016*

t = 0.81, p = .419

t = -0.68, p = .497
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Sound Conditiion
Figure 6. N2 oddball effects between sound conditions and experimental groups.
Moderation Analyses
Additional regression analyses were conducted to control for the effects of age, gender,
and trait mindfulness on the observed differences in cognitive control. Correlations revealed that
increased age was associated with smaller overall N2 amplitudes (Appendix D). In addition,
higher levels of trait mindfulness were associated with lower levels of self-reported smartphone
addiction and objective smartphone use. Regressions revealed that people in the MBI (vs.
control) group had a significantly smaller N2 oddball effect on smartphone (vs. tone) trials after
controlling separately for age (t = 2.04, p = .043), gender (t = 2.22, p = .028), trait mindfulness (t
= 2.24, p = .027), and when all three control variables included in the regression model (t = 2.05,
p = .043). These effects were small.
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Lastly, I conducted regression analyses to determine if differences in cognitive control on
smartphone compared to tone sound trials between the experimental groups remained after
controlling for smartphone addiction and objective smartphone use. The N2 oddball effect was
significantly smaller for people in the MBI (vs. control) group on smartphone (vs. tone) trials
after controlling separately for smartphone addiction (t = 2.22, p = .028), objective smartphone
use (t = 2.23, p = .028), and with both measures of smartphone use together (t = 2.22, p = .028).
These relationships held when all five control variables were included in the regression model.
These effects were small (Table 7).
Table 7
Regressions for the N2 Oddball Effects Between Sound and Experimental Conditions,
Controlling for Age, Gender, Trait Mindfulness, Smartphone Addiction, and Objective
Smartphone Use.
95% CI
Effect

Estimate

SE

LL

UL

t

p

d

Control Group Tone Trials Oddball Effect

1.78

0.87

0.05

3.51

2.03

.039*

0.36

Age a

-0.13

0.08

-0.30

0.03

-1.66

.116

0.34

Gender b

-0.22

0.48

-1.15

0.78

-0.38

.714

0.11

MAAS a

-0.38

0.28

-0.92

0.43

-0.72

.494

0.24

Smartphone Addiction a

0.15

0.29

-0.43

0.72

0.51

.625

0.10

Objective Smartphone Use a

0.22

0.44

-0.64

1.09

0.51

.628

0.09

MBI Group Phone Trials Oddball Effect

Note. MBI = mindfulness-based intervention; CI = confidence interval; SE = standard error; LL =
lower limit; UL = upper limit. a mean centered; b -.5 = female, .5 = male; MAAS = Mindful
Attention and Awareness Scale. * p < .05.
N2 Exploratory Analyses
Mirroring the exploratory analyses from the behavioral findings, I further assessed N2
activation separately for frequent and rare trials to determine if trial frequency was driving the
experimental group differences in the oddball effect.
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For frequently presented Navon letter trials, N2 amplitudes were subjected to a 2
(experimental group: MBI vs. control) x 3 (sound: smartphone, tone, silence) ANOVA. Results
revealed no main effect of experimental condition such that N2 amplitudes on frequent trials
were not significantly different for people in the MBI group (M =5.57 µv, SD =4.38) compared
to those the control group (M =5.97 µv, SD =3.58), F(1, 66) = 0.17, p = .679.
There was a main effect of sound condition, such that N2 amplitudes on frequent letter
trials were significantly different between smartphone sound, tone sound, and silent trials, F(2,
132) = 6.13, p = .003. Post-hoc tests revealed that for people in the MBI group, N2 on frequent
trials was smaller (i.e. less negative) on tone sound trials (M = 5.77 µv, SD = 4.38) compare to
silent trials (M = 5.30 µv, SD = 4.34), t = -2.09, p = .039. However, N2 did not differ for
smartphone sound trials (M = 5.64 µv, SD = 4.58) compared to tone sound trials, t = 0.57, p =
.567, and silent trials, t = -1.52, p = .132. For people in the control group, N2 on frequent trials
was smaller on smartphone sound trials (M = 6.08 µv, SD = 3.82) compared to silent trials (M =
5.61 µv, SD = 3.15), t = -2.05, p = .042, and was smaller on tone sound trials (M = 6.22 µv, SD
= 3.99 ) compared to silent trials, t = -2.68, p = .008 . N2 on frequent trials did not differ
between smartphone sound and silent trials for people in the control group, t = 0.63, p = .533.
Finally, the 2 (experimental group: MBI vs. control) x 3 (sound: smartphone, tone,
silence) interaction was not significant, F(2, 132) = 0.13, p = .878, indicating that for trials with
frequently presented Navon letters, people in the MBI (vs. control) group did not demonstrate
differences in N2 activation between the three sound conditions.
For rare letter trials, N2 amplitudes were subjected to a 2 (experimental group: MBI vs.
control) x 3 (sound: smartphone, tone, silence) ANOVA. Results revealed no main effect of
experimental condition such that N2 amplitudes on rare trials were not significantly different for
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people in the MBI group (M =5.07 µv, SD =4.82) compared to those the control group (M = 5.04
µv, SD = 3.30), F(1, 66) = 0.001, p = .970.
There was no main effect of sound condition, such that when averaged across both
experimental groups, N2 amplitudes did not differ between the smartphone sound, tone sound, or
silent trials for rare visual stimuli trials, F(2, 132) = 0.98, p = .377.
Finally, there was a significant 2 (experimental group: MBI vs. control) x 3 (sound:
smartphone, tone, silence) interaction, F(2, 132) = 3.92, p = .022, indicating that for rare Navon
letter trials, people in the MBI vs. control group had differences in N2 activation between the
three sound conditions. Post-hoc tests revealed that for people in the MBI group, N2 amplitudes
on smartphone sound trials (M = 5.74 µv, SD = 4.79) were significantly smaller than on trials
preceded by tone sounds (M = 4.67 µv, SD = 5.41), t = -2.20, p = .029, and were marginally
smaller than N2 on silent trials (M = 4.81 µv, SD = 5.12), t = -0.93, p = .058. Additionally,
people in the MBI group demonstrated no difference in N2 on rare trials preceded by tone sounds
and silence, t = 0.29, p = .769. In contrast, for people in the control group, N2 amplitudes on
smartphone sound trials (M = 4.74 µv, SD = 3.23) did not differ from tone sound trials (M = 5.62
µv, SD = 4.11), t = 1.76, p = .081, or silent trials (M = 4.75 µv, SD = 3.64), t = 0.03, p = .979.
Lastly, people in the control group demonstrated no difference in N2 amplitudes on rare trials
preceded by tone sounds and silence, t = -1.73, p = .085.
Post-hoc regression interactions revealed that the difference in N2 amplitudes on rare
trials between trials preceded by smartphone compared to tone sounds was significantly larger
for people in the control group compared to the MBI group, b = 1.96, t = 2.80, p = .006, 95% CI
[0.60, 3.32]. N2 amplitudes on rare trials for people in the MBI (vs. control) group did not differ
for smartphone sound compared to silent trials, b = 0.95, t = 1.35, p = .180, 95% CI [-0.42, 2.31],
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nor for tone sound compared to silent trials, b = -1.02, t = -1.45, p = .150, 95% CI [-2.38, 0.35].
These findings suggest that for rarely presented distractor trials, people in the MBI group were
more efficient at recruiting greater levels of neural resources implicated in cognitive control
processes when they heard a familiar smartphone sound compared to when they heard an
acoustically matched, yet distinctly irrelevant sound.
Neural Findings of Attention
Descriptive statistics for P2 ERP mean amplitudes are reported in Table 8. P2 is a
positive going potential, therefore larger values indicate a larger P2 potential. P2 values reflect
the averaged voltage amplitude of frontal site Fz between 150-225 ms after stimulus onset where
they are typically maximal.
Table 8
Descriptive Statistics for P2 Amplitudes at Fz
Overall

Smartphone Trials

Tone Trials

Silent Trials

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

Overall

8.52 (4.06)

8.82 (4.21)

8.34 (4.06)

8.38 (4.19)

MBI Group

7.96 (3.01)

8.17 (3.07)

7.91 (3.15)

7.78 (3.13)

Control Group

9.11 (4.91)

9.51 (5.12)

8.79 (4.85)

9.02 (5.06)

Note. N = 68. MBI = mindfulness-based intervention.
P2 amplitudes were subjected to a 2 (experimental group: MBI vs. control) x 3 (sound:
smartphone, tone, silence) ANOVA. The main effect of experimental group was not significant, ,
F(1, 66) = 1.38, p = .244, indicating that P2 did not differ between people in the MBI and control
groups.
There was a significant main effect of sound, F(2, 132) = 3.91, p = .022, d = 0.11, with a
small effect size. Post-hoc t-tests revealed that participants had greater P2 on smartphone
compared to tone trials (Tables 8, 9, Figure 7). Participants also had a significantly larger P2 on
smartphone compared to silent trials. These effects sizes were small to moderate. There was no
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difference in P2 between tone and silent trials. These findings indicate that people demonstrated
greater neural activation of early attentional orienting on trials preceded by smartphone sounds
(vs tones and silence).
Table 9
T-tests for P2 at Fz Between Sound Conditions.
95% CI
Condition

MD

LL

UL

t (df)

p

d

Tone Trials

0.48

0.11

0.86

2.56 (67)

.013*

0.31

Silent Trials

0.44

0.06

0.81

2.33 (67)

.023*

0.28

Smartphone Trials

Tone Trials
Silent Trials
0.04
-0.34
0.43
0.22 (67)
.824
0.03
Note. N = 68. MD = Mean Difference; CI = confidence interval; LL = lower limit; UL = upper limit. * p < .05.
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Figure 7. N2 oddball effects between sound conditions and experimental groups.
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The 2 (experimental group: MBI vs. control) x 3 (sound: smartphone, tone, silence)
interaction was not significant, F(2, 132) = 0.79, p = .456, indicating that P2 was not different for
people in the MBI (vs. control) group between any sound conditions
Moderation Analyses
Additional analyses were conducted with age, gender, and trait mindfulness included as
control variables. P2 and control variable correlations can be found in the Appendix D. There
were no significant associations between the overall P2 amplitude and age, gender, trait
mindfulness, smartphone addiction, or objective smartphone use.
Linear regressions revealed that P2 remained larger on smartphone compared to tone
trials separately controlling for age (t = -2.51, p = .015), gender (t = -2.56, p = .013), trait
mindfulness (t = -2.56, p = .013), and when all three covariates were included in the model (t = 2.49, p = .015). Similarly, P2 remained larger for smartphone compared to silent trials separately
controlling for age (t = -2.34, p = .022), gender (t = -2.33, p = .023), trait mindfulness (t = -2.33,
p = .023), and with all three control variables together (t = -2.32, p = .023). These effects were
small.
Lastly, I conducted regression analyses to determine if these effects remained after
controlling for self-reported smartphone addiction and objective smartphone use. Regressions
revealed that people had a larger P2 on smartphone compared to tone sound trials after
controlling separately for smartphone addiction (t = -2.58 , p = .012), objective smartphone use (t
= -2.56 , p = .012), and with both covariates included in the model (t = -2.56 , p = .013). These
effects were small. The difference in P2 between the smartphone and tone sound trials and
smartphone and silent trials remained significant after including all covariates in the model
(Table 10).
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Table 10
Linear Regressions for P2 at Fz Between Sound Conditions, Controlling for Age, Gender, Trait
Mindfulness, Smartphone Addiction, and Objective Smartphone Use.
95% CI
Estimate

SE

LL

UL

t (df)

p

Tone Trials

-0.47

0.19

-0.85

-0.10

-2.46 (66)

.015*

Silent Trials

-0.44

0.19

-0.82

-0.07

-2.29 (66)

.023*

Age a

0.04

0.18

-0.29

0.41

0.21 (61)

.834

Gender b

1.43

1.11

-0.54

3.67

1.29 (61)

.201

MAAS a

0.32

0.73

-1.13

1.65

0.44 (61)

.660

SAS a

0.24

0.66

-1.07

1.43

0.37 (61)

.714

Objective Smartphone Use a

-0.80

0.97

-2.61

1.06

-0.83 (61)

.408

Effect
Smartphone Trials

Note. MBI = mindfulness-based intervention; CI = confidence interval; SE = standard error; LL =
lower limit; UL = upper limit. a mean centered; b -.5 = female, .5 = male; MAAS = Mindful
Attention and Awareness Scale; SAS = Smartphone Addiction Scale. * p < .05.
P2 Exploratory Analyses
Discrepancies between frequent and rare trials were found for both the behavioral and N2
ERP analyses, thus I conducted similar analyses for P2 amplitudes to identify differential effects
of the MBI for frequent and rare letter trials separately.
For frequently presented stimuli trials, P2 amplitudes were subjected to a 2 (experimental
group: MBI vs. control) x 3 (sound: smartphone, tone, silence) ANOVA. Results revealed no
main effect of experimental condition, such that P2 amplitudes on frequent trials were not
significantly different for people in the MBI group (M = 7.73 µv, SD = 3.08) compared to people
in the control group (M = 9.05 µv, SD = 4.95), F(1, 66) = 1.78, p = .189.
There was no main effect of sound condition, such that P2 amplitudes were not
significantly different between the smartphone sound, tone sound, and silent trials for frequent
visual stimuli trials, F(2, 132) = 1.03, p = .359.
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Finally, there was a non-significant 2 (experimental group: MBI vs. control) x 3 (sound:
smartphone, tone, silence) interaction, F(2, 132) = 0.15, p = .862, indicating that for frequently
presented Navon letter trials, people in the MBI vs. control group had no difference in P2
activation between the three sound conditions.
For rarely presented stimuli trials, P2 amplitudes were subjected to a 2 (experimental
group: MBI vs. control) x 3 (sound: smartphone, tone, silence) ANOVA. Results revealed no
main effect of experimental condition such that P2 amplitudes on rare trials were not
significantly different for people in the MBI group (M = 8.23 µv, SD = 3.38) compared to those
the control group (M = 9.45 µv, SD = 5.42), F(1, 66) = 1.41, p = .240.
There was no main effect of sound condition, such that P2 amplitudes were not
significantly different between the smartphone sound, tone sound, and silent trials for rare visual
stimuli trials, F(2, 132) = 2.17, p = .119.
Finally, there was a non-significant 2 (experimental group: MBI vs. control) x 3 (sound:
smartphone, tone, silence) interaction, F(2, 132) = 0.17, p = .845, indicating that for rarely
presented Navon letter trials, people in the MBI vs. control group had no difference in P2
activation between the three sound conditions. In sum, no significant differences in P2
amplitudes were found between frequent and rare trials for people in the MBI compared to the
control group.
Discussion
The goal of the present study was to examine the utility of a mindfulness-based
intervention (MBI) on attention and cognitive control as a function of hearing smartphone
notifications. I hypothesized that people in the MBI group would show a smaller RT oddball
effect compared to the control group, particularly for trials preceded by smartphone sounds. This
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hypothesis was not supported. Interestingly, results indicate an opposite effect, where people in
the MBI (vs. control) group demonstrated a larger RT oddball effect, indicating that people in
the MBI (vs. control) group had worse cognitive control. Additionally, people in the MBI group
showed reduced overall RTs compared to people in the control group.
Furthermore, people in the MBI vs. control group exhibited larger RT oddball effect, and
thus worse cognitive control on trials preceded by smartphone sounds and silence compared to
the trials preceded by tone sounds. These effects remained after controlling for age, gender, trait
mindfulness, smartphone addiction, and objective smartphone use. These findings suggest that
cognitive control was reduced for participants who completed the MBI, particularly when these
individuals were exposed to smartphone sounds or silence prior to engaging in behavior
requiring cognitive control.
These findings contradict prior cognitive and neuroscience work showing that
mindfulness-based practices and interventions are associated with enhanced cognitive control
and attentional capacities (for review see, Lomas et al., 2015). However, these results are in line
with other work which shows that experienced mindfulness practitioners demonstrated decreased
activation in the lateral PFC, indicating reduced cognitive control activity, and increased neural
activity linked to sensory processing during pain regulation (Gard et al., 2011). The current study
did not investigate neural activation during a pain response; however, a similar downregulation
of cognitive control processes may have occurred as a result of the MBI. Future work will need
to aim to investigate the upregulation of neural activity involved in sensory processes, such as
ERPs time-locked to the auditory stimuli.
Prior work has also shown that mindfulness practices are considered to enhance
proactive, but not reactive cognitive control (Li et al., 2018). In the current study, cognitive
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control was assessed largely in terms of reactive control, thus future work will need to further
address the influence of the MBI on proactive control and the implications this may have for
people when they are exposed to smartphone notifications. Furthermore, work by Greenberg and
colleagues (2012) demonstrated that mindfulness practices reduced cognitive rigidity, allowing
people to form novel and adaptive ways to respond to current and future situations. Although,
non-rigidity is beneficial in terms of mental health outcomes, when one is tasked with
completing a task requiring a rigid method for completion, then novel approaches may be
counterproductive.
In terms of neural activity, I hypothesized that the N2 oddball effect would be larger
(suggesting better cognitive control) for people in the MBI compared to control group,
particularly for trials preceded by smartphone sounds. This hypothesis was not supported.
Indeed, in line with the behavioral results, I found a contradictory effect where people in the
MBI vs. control group demonstrated a smaller N2 oddball effect, indicating worse cognitive
control overall, and for trials preceded by smartphone sounds and silence vs. tone trials. These
effects remained after controlling for age, gender, trait mindfulness, smartphone addiction, and
objective smartphone use. These findings again suggest that in terms of neural activity, cognitive
control was reduced in the MBI vs. control group, particularly on trials preceded by smartphone
sounds.
Overall, participants were slower to respond on silent trials compared to smartphone and
tone trials, however there was no difference in response speed between smartphone and tone
trials. This may be due to a discrepancy in the patterns of neural activity when people heard a
sound compared to hearing nothing. Additionally, the lack of a difference in reaction time
between the smartphone and tone sound conditions may be the result of little variation in the
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acoustic perception between each sound. Future works needs to assess the extent to which other
sounds influence cognitive control and attention. There was no difference in the oddball effect
between the sound conditions, suggesting that participants exhibited similar cognitive control on
all sound conditions.
Lastly, in terms of neural activity implicated in attentional processes, I hypothesized that
P2 amplitudes would be smaller for people in the MBI compared to the control group,
particularly on trials preceded by smartphone (vs. tone) sounds. This hypothesis was not
supported. Instead however, the results indicated that P2 was greater for trials preceded by
smartphone sounds compared to tone sounds and silence regardless of the assigned experimental
condition. These effects remained after controlling for age, gender, trait mindfulness, smartphone
addiction, and objective smartphone use. The P2 findings suggests that the smartphone sounds
did influence neural activation linked to early attentional processes, and people assigned to the
MBI demonstrated no reduction in P2 activity for any sound condition compared to people
assigned to the control intervention condition.
Few studies have investigated the effects of smartphone notifications on P2 ERP
activation. Kim and colleagues (2016) found that people with greater levels of smartphone
addiction had decreased P2 activity upon exposure to smartphone notification sounds. Earlier
work on the P2 has suggested that P2 may serve as a protective mechanism to support later
cognitive control processes known as sensory gating (Lijffijt et al., 2009). Thus, it may be the
case that smartphone notifications impact sensory gating capacities, in turn leading to reduced
cognitive control capacities. Future work needs to further clarify these associations in regard to
the neural impacts of smartphone notifications.
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Participants in the current study who experienced the mindfulness (vs. control)
intervention demonstrated reduced cognitive control both in terms of behavior and neural
activity. These effects were especially pronounced for trials preceded by smartphone
notification sounds. Furthermore, neural markers of early attentional processes demonstrated no
differential activation as a result of experiencing the mindfulness compared to the control
intervention. Importantly, however, smartphone notifications were shown to upregulate
attentional processes in comparison to control sound conditions. It may have been the case that
the MBI served to downregulate top down cognitive control processes yet did not affect
attentional processes.
The findings for behavioral (RT) and neural (N2) measures of cognitive control in the
current study are in opposition to the predicted outcomes, nonetheless, they provide an important
contribution to the field of mindfulness research. An idea has been put forth that mindfulness
research has largely focused on positive outcomes associated with mindfulness practice and have
failed to consider the potential detriments that mindfulness-based practices may lead to (Britton,
2019). In light of the current study’s findings, it appears that a mindfulness-based intervention
may have consequences for staying focused on a cognitively demanding task, especially when
there is a risk of being exposed to smartphone notifications.
Limitations and Future Directions
The present experiment examined the effect of a mindfulness manipulation on people’s
cognitive control as a function of smartphone vs. control sounds. While the results are novel in
that they show differential effects of the mindfulness manipulation, the study was not without
limitations. The silent condition was likely not an appropriate control condition to compare
against trials preceded by a sound (both smartphone and tone sounds). The presence compared to
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the absence of a sound may have confounded the findings due to differential engagement of
neural circuits. To address this limitation, future work will need to examine potential differences
in neural auditory processing that participants may have experienced between the sound
conditions and clarify any discrepancies.
Due to the contradictions between the hypothesized and actual results, future work needs
to explore the mechanisms of reduced cognitive control in the MBI vs. control group. This may
be done via applying temporally specific EEG methodologies to assess differences in N2
activation between various forms of mindfulness interventions.
For example, one direction future work might take is examining whether the mindful
eating exercise compared to a focused breath meditation results in different outcomes for
cognitive control and attention. The mindful eating exercise largely focuses on external sensory
stimuli, potentially resulting in reduced cognitive control. A focused breath meditation in
contrast largely requires internally focused attention and could serve to activate a different
pattern of neural activity leading to upregulation of cognitive control processes.
Additionally, the current study did not account for variation in trial by trial RTs and ERP
amplitudes within individual participants. Doing so allows for greater precision for detecting
significant and non-significant effects. Future work will address this limitation by using a mixedeffects model analysis approach to account for trial-by-trial variance within subjects.
The analytical approach taken in the current study assessed cognitive control using a
difference score for RT and N2 amplitudes between rare and frequent trials which was modeled
on prior work that used a similar cognitive task (Zabelina & Ganis, 2018). However, based on
the results, it appears that group differences emerged for RT and N2 on frequent trials, likely
driving the findings for cognitive control. Theoretically, frequent trials represent a control
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condition, while rare trials represent the condition of interest in terms of the differences in
outcome measures between the experimental groups, yet opposite patterns were observed.
To account for this analytical limitation, exploratory analyses were conducted which
assessed RT and ERP outcomes for rare and frequent trials separately. Behavioral analyses
revealed no significant differences in response speed between the experimental groups and the
sound conditions when rare and frequent trials were assessed separately. Thus, in terms of
behavior, separate analyses for rare and frequent trial outcomes provided little additional
information by which to assess the effects of the MBI.
The results for N2 amplitudes assessed separately for rare and frequent did provide
additional insights. For frequent trials, people in the MBI and control group did not differ in
terms of neural activation associated with cognitive control between the three sound conditions.
Interestingly however, for N2 on rare trials, people in the MBI group demonstrated reduced N2
activation on smartphone sound trials compared to both tone sound and silent trials, whereas
people in the control group showed no differential N2 activation between the sound conditions.
This finding can be interpreted multiple ways. For instance, people who completed the
MBI could have been more efficient, in terms of neural processes, at ignoring the smartphone
sound, as reflected by their reduced neural activation. A second interpretation, in line with the
current study’s other findings, is that people who completed the MBI may have been worse at
ignoring the smartphone sounds, reflected by their reduced N2 activation, as a result of being in a
more open and contemplative mental state following the guided meditation. Future work needs to
be done to further address and clarify these findings.
The current study sought to determine the extent to which smartphone notifications
impacted cognitive control and attention and if a mindfulness-based intervention would reduce
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any observed impacts. Indeed, the results suggest that smartphone notifications can negatively
impact cognitive control and attention, both in terms of behavior and neural activity.
Furthermore, differences in behavioral and neural markers of executive functioning were shown
to be experimentally manipulated by a mindfulness-based intervention. Importantly, however,
the mindfulness intervention was not shown to be helpful, and could have potentially resulted in
detrimental consequences for executive functioning.
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Appendix
Appendix A

Figure 8. Ecological validity assessment of the smartphone notification sound used in the Navon Letter task.
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Appendix B
COVID-19 Safety Policies
Safety protocol was integrated into the study eligibility requirements to ensure participant
and researcher safety during the COVID-19 pandemic. Participants were not allowed to take part
in the EEG study if in the 14 days prior to their study session they indicated yes to any of the
following experiences; 1) a fever greater than 100.4 degrees Fahrenheit, 2) a cough, shortness of
breath, or difficulty breathing, 3) repeated shaking with chills, 4) muscle aches unrelated to
exercise or activity, 5) sore throat, 6) loss of taste or smell, 7) contact with someone infected
with COVID-19, 8) traveled to a hot spot, as identified by Arkansas Department of Health. Only
participants who indicated that they agreed to the following COVID-19 study safety protocol
were allowed to participate; 1) follow the researchers instructions to maintain a 6 foot distance
whenever possible, 2) properly wear a masks at all times as instructed by the researcher, 3) wear
a face shield provided by the researcher when necessary, 4) wear nitrile disposable gloves at all
times as instructed by the researcher, 5) wash my hands in the restroom before entering the lab,
6) have my temperature taken before entering the lab, 7) cover my mouth and nose when
coughing or sneezing if they are not already covered by a mask, 8) honestly complete a COVID19 checklist the day before my scheduled study session.
COVID-19 EEG Session Procedure
Participants who completed the study during the COVID-19 pandemic were asked to
wash their hands before being taken to the lab. Before entering the lab, participants’ temperature
was taken and recorded and those anyone with a temperature greater than 100.4 degrees
Fahrenheit were not allowed to participate, though none met this threshold. Upon entry to the lab
participants were again asked the COVID-19 screening questions. None reported symptoms.
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Appendix C
Table 12
Descriptive Statistics and Pearson Correlations.
Variable
1.RT
2.Experiment
Group a

M (SD) N
427.95 (90.29)
77
38 MBI
39 Control

Max - Min

1

2

3

4

5

6

340.23 - 540.88
.

-.06
[-.28,.17]

3.Age

20.56 (3.81) 76

18 - 29

-.13
[-.35,.09]

-.11
[-.33, .12]

.07
[-.15,.29]

-.02
[-.24, .21]

-.15
[-.36, .08]

52 Female
25 Male

5.MAAS

3.60 (0.88) 77

1.40 - 5.80

-.03
[-.25,.20]

.15
[-.07, .36]

.24*
[.01, .44]

.03
[-.20, .25]

6.SAS

2.65 (0.97) 77

1.00 - 5.30

-.04
[-.26,.19]

.06
[-.16, .28]

.08
[-.15, .30]

-.01
[-.23, .22]

-.49**
[-.64, -.30]

7.Objective
Smartphone
Use

3.01 (0.50) 72

1.73 - 4.31

.11
[-.13,.33]

.05
[-.18, .28]

-.16
[-.38, .07]

-.04
[-.27, .19]

-.25*
[-.45, -.02]

72

4.Genderb

.22
[-.02, .42]

Note. RT = reaction Time; MBI = mindfulness-based intervention; a-.5 = Control, .5 = MBI; b -.5 = Female, .5 = Male; MAAS =
Mindful Attention and Awareness Scale; SAS = Smartphone Addiction Scale. * p < .05. ** p < .01.

Appendix D

Table 13
Descriptive Statistics and Pearson Correlations for N2 Oddball Effect, P2, and Covariates.
Variable
1. N2 Oddball
(FzCZ)

M (SD) N
-0.71 (1.65)
68

Min - Max
-4.72- 2.60

1

2. P2 Overall
(Fz)

8.52 (4.06)
68

2.00 - 22.40

-.13

3. Experiment
Groupa

35 MBI
33 Control

73

4. Age

5. Genderb

6. MAAS

7. SAS

8. Objective
Smartphone
Use

20.61 (2.90)
67

2

3

4

5

6

7

[-.36, .11]

.13
[-.11, .36]
18 - 29

47 Female
21 Male

-.26*

.03

[-.47, -.02]

[-.22, .26]

.01
[-.23, .25]

3.60 (0.86)
68

1.40 - 5.80

2.65 (0.91)
68

1.00 – 4.70

2.92 (0.55)
68

1.73 - 4.31

-.14
[-.37, .10]

-.10
[-.33, .14]

.13
[-.11, .36]

.05
[-.19, .28]

.16
[-.08, .38]

.14
[-.11, .36]

-.05
[-.29, .19]

-.17
[-.39, .07]

-.13
[-.36, .11]
.01
[-.23, .25]

-.18
[-.40, .07]

.17
[-.07, .39]

.17
[-.08, .39]

.05
[-.19, .29]

.02
[-.22, .26]

.08
[-.16, .32]

-.07
[-.31, .17]

-.52**
[-.68, -.32]

.22
[-.02, .43]

-.12
[-.35, .13]

-.11
[-.34, .13]

-.31*
[-.51, -.07]

.23
[-.01, .45]
Note.

intervention; a-.5 = Control, .5 = MBI; b -.5 = Female, .5 = Male; MAAS = Mindful Attention and Awareness
Scale; SAS = Smartphone Addiction Scale. * p < .05. ** p < .01.
MBI = mindfulness-based
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To: Darya L Zabelina MEMH 311
From: Douglas J Adams, Chair IRB Expedited Review \
Date: 03/05/2021
Action: Expedited Approval
Action Date: 03/03/2021
Protocol #: 1807134340A005
Study Title: Technology and Cognition
Expiration Date: 09/16/2021
Last Approval Date: 03/03/2021
The above-referenced protocol has been approved following expedited review by the IRB Committee that
oversees research with human subjects.
If the research involves collaboration with another institution then the research cannot commence until the
Committee receives written notification of approval from the collaborating institution's IRB.
It is the Principal Investigator's responsibility to obtain review and continued approval before the
expiration date.
Protocols are approved for a maximum period of one year. You may not continue any research activity
beyond the expiration date without Committee approval. Please submit continuation requests early
enough to allow sufficient time for review. Failure to receive approval for continuation before the
expiration date will result in the automatic suspension of the approval of this protocol. Information
collected following suspension is unapproved research and cannot be reported or published as research
data. If you do not wish continued approval, please notify the Committee of the study closure.
Adverse Events: Any serious or unexpected adverse event must be reported to the IRB Committee within
48 hours. All other adverse events should be reported within 10 working days.
Amendments: If you wish to change any aspect of this study, such as the procedures, the consent forms,
study personnel, or number of participants, please submit an amendment to the IRB. All changes must be
approved by the IRB Committee before they can be initiated.
You must maintain a research file for at least 3 years after completion of the study. This file should
include all correspondence with the IRB Committee, original signed consent forms, and study data.
cc: Joshua D Upshaw, Investigator Carl E Stevens, Key Personnel Kent Hubert, Key Personnel
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To: Darya L Zabelina MEMH 311
From: Douglas J Adams, Chair IRB Expedited Review \
Date: 02/11/2020
Action: Expedited Approval
Action Date: 02/07/2020
Protocol #: 1807134340A003
Study Title: Technology and Cognition
Expiration Date: 09/16/2020
Last Approval Date: 02/07/2020
The above-referenced protocol has been approved following expedited review by the IRB Committee that
oversees research with human subjects.
If the research involves collaboration with another institution then the research cannot commence until the
Committee receives written notification of approval from the collaborating institution's IRB.
It is the Principal Investigator's responsibility to obtain review and continued approval before the
expiration date.
Protocols are approved for a maximum period of one year. You may not continue any research activity
beyond the expiration date without Committee approval. Please submit continuation requests early
enough to allow sufficient time for review. Failure to receive approval for continuation before the
expiration date will result in the automatic suspension of the approval of this protocol. Information
collected following suspension is unapproved research and cannot be reported or published as research
data. If you do not wish continued approval, please notify the Committee of the study closure.
Adverse Events: Any serious or unexpected adverse event must be reported to the IRB Committee within
48 hours. All other adverse events should be reported within 10 working days.
Amendments: If you wish to change any aspect of this study, such as the procedures, the consent forms,
study personnel, or number of participants, please submit an amendment to the IRB. All changes must be
approved by the IRB Committee before they can be initiated.
You must maintain a research file for at least 3 years after completion of the study. This file should
include all correspondence with the IRB Committee, original signed consent forms, and study data.
cc: Joshua Daniel Upshaw, Investigator Carl E Stevens, Key Personnel
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To: Darya L Zabelina MEMH 311
From: Douglas James Adams, Chair IRB Committee \
Date: 09/06/2019
Action: Expedited Approval
Action Date: 09/03/2019 Protocol #:1807134340R001
Study Title: Technology and Cognition Expiration Date: 09/16/2020Last Approval Date: 09/17/2019
The above-referenced protocol has been approved following expedited review by the IRB Committee that
oversees research with human subjects.
If the research involves collaboration with another institution then the research cannot commence until the
Committee receives written notification of approval from the collaborating institution's IRB.
It is the Principal Investigator's responsibility to obtain review and continued approval before the
expiration date.
Protocols are approved for a maximum period of one year. You may not continue any research activity
beyond the expiration date without Committee approval. Please submit continuation requests early
enough to allow sufficient time for review. Failure to receive approval for continuation before the
expiration date will result in the automatic suspension of the approval of this protocol. Information
collected following suspension is unapproved research and cannot be reported or published as research
data. If you do not wish continued approval, please notify the Committee of the study closure.
Adverse Events: Any serious or unexpected adverse event must be reported to the IRB Committee within
48 hours. All other adverse events should be reported within 10 working days.
Amendments: If you wish to change any aspect of this study, such as the procedures, the consent forms,
study personnel, or number of participants, please submit an amendment to the IRB. All changes must be
approved by the IRB Committee before they can be initiated.
You must maintain a research file for at least 3 years after completion of the study. This file should
include all correspondence with the IRB Committee, original signed consent forms, and study data.
cc: Joshua Daniel Upshaw, Investigator Carl E Stevens, Key Personnel
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